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CHANNEL SHAITAAN IS NOT ISLAMIC – THERE ARE NO ISLAMIC RADIOS

A justifiably irate Brother, commenting on the haraam pornography of Channel Shaitaan, writes:

Dear CII INTERNATIONAL

It is shocking to see that now you have pictures of women on your front page of your website. Is
abel dos Santos
as per the website. How can an Islamic website have pictures of scantily dressed women on it?
So the general person goes on the website, sees all the pictures on it, and thinks this is all
100% halal.
It begs the question, how Islamic are you really? Are you worried about the commands of Allah
Ta’ala, or about earning money.

I plea with you to follow mufti AKs advise and remove all animate objects and photography,
otherwise you are inviting the wrath of Allah Ta’ala.

If not, then it does portray negatively on mufti sb and imply he condones this practice although
we know this is not the case , perhaps mufti sb inshaAllah will find a job somewhere else, I'm
sure many people would be more than happy to take him from you , where thousands will still
be able to be take benefit.

JazakAllah khairan
May Allah Ta’ala guide you'll

(End of letter)
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In fact, these radio stations are not Muslim. The ‘islamic’ tag is used to lure and dupe stupid
Muslims who are enslaved to their nafs. Their nafsaani lust finds free play in viewing and
listening to pornography and haraam. These shaitaani radio stations have halaalized a plethora
of sins for the stupid public enslaved to the demands of the nafs. Under the guise of these
radios being ‘islamic’ the ignorant public justifies indulgence in flagrant haraam – in the zina
which these radio stations portray and encourage.

These shaitaani radio stations are about the worst curse which has settled on the Muslim
community.

4 Ramadhaan 1437 (10 June 2016)
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